
Animals and spiritual healing

Perhaps Chrissy's cat can tell us something?

haha!

Talking point: Animals are a universal experience of unconditional love. How can someone experience this with an animal, yet still treat people 
terribly?

Lovely practice of taking dogs into residential homes

That's amazing, Christine. Yes, he was there for you. Beautiful ~

Apologies. Had to sort an urgent call.

The Animal Kingdom - A Spiritual Perspective, published in 2005, by Lucis Publishing Company, a slim volume of 97 pages, a compilation of 
extracts from books by Alice Bailey.

interesting Verena, thank you

I believe indigenous cultures can call on whales and porpoises.

Nice story Richard.

I just had a quick google, deer: grace, compassion, innocence, vulnerabiliy, blessings, gentleness- (of course the meaning can depend on this can 
depend on culture, tradition and your own meaning etc )

The Medicine Card (No.4) Deer, prime word "Gentleness" -

I’ve got to leave. For A  DELIGHT A DAY I often use animal stories. You all can sign up to get these 5 days a week!
https://conta.cc/3DThFRc
https://conta.cc/3cxz7z4

Deer....so gentle and loving you are. The flower of kindness, an embrace from afar.

From Sue, Thanks Gerri

💛💛@Marilyn

Such a lovely and important narrative/experience . . .

I will have to go soon but I have ad many amazing experiences with animals but two stand out. I had been to see a shamanic healer who hd given 
me two power animals, a mountain lion and the badger. When I got home my cat looked at me and said -' now you know who I am' 
telepathically of course - we wre telepathic. When I moved her down to live with my now husband because I was living between two homes, she 
ran away and when I contacted her she said she was fine and living at the top of the field. When I drove into the drive way later that week, she 
ran down to me and never went missing again for so long.

Beautiful story Marilyn. thank you.

Communication at every level . . .utterly fascinating.

And intelligence . . .

Thank you Marilyn, that was wonderful

Marilyn that was just wonderful, thank you!

Powerful statement - survival is adapting

That was so interesting, thank you Marilyn, and amazing photos

Thank you Marilyn - yes, animals can teach us SO much.

Lovely, Marilyn. I wish I could stay. Preparing for a biofeedback presentation, so I must go. Thanks so much, Paul! 💛💛



Thank you Marilyn. What a wonderful talk.

My student Dawn is using her stables to help young boys who have been in prison. She has just opened a stable in London now too.

Cats are awesome

the cat is marvellous for  people with low confidence - they could do with a bit more arrogance - but in the cat it isn’t arrogance  it is nature!

Dogs think they are human  cats know they are

Cats transmute fear

dog

lol

https://global.oup.com/academic/product/everything-flows-9780198779636?cc=us&lang=en&   This is a really good book on biology

yes

Oh I forgot to mention you can download it for free

Cats enjoy the atmosphere where meditation is happening.

I once called a pod of dolphins on Anglesey

I've had experiences like that Verena, while meditating

Yes!!

I think there is some kind of resonance that has been picked up between humans and animals - a bit like Sheldrake’s Morphic resonance.  Someti

something is linking

Sheldrake researched psychic parrot (parakeet?) in New York - synchronised video cameras (Pets hat know their owners coming home)

I have tried mimicking the song of garden birds, particularly a robin, and it paused as if listening, then repeated the song again.  This has 
happened several times.

Animals have a very special primal energy

Yes I speak to the birds at dawn in forests too

Jackie, as Marilyn said, meeting the animal at their level, a vocal meetng.

Thank you everyone. I need to go

Yes Verena

I also believe the process of domestication enables the  consciousness of animals to develop, particularly in one to one relationships … and if the 
consciousness of the planet is increasing then all life will be affected...

And people treat stories about St Francis preaching to animals and birds as a myth!

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Dogs-That-Their-Owners-Coming/dp/0099255871/ref=asc_df_0099255871/?tag=googshopuk-
21&linkCode=df0&hvadid=310834580283&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=10360511354889298673&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvc
mdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=1006801&hvtargid=pla-466702670307&psc=1&th=1&psc=1

In pagan times animals were gods

Will we all benefit from the attributes of animals merging with human?  Have humans become too aloof in the mental field, not giving enough 
resonance/acknowledgement to their emotions and feelings?  Indeed, sadly some people are now frightened of nature and what lies within.



I think the barriers are reducing between humans and all other living beings as the level of consciousness continues to rise. I have noticed this 
through many similar experiences, especially since covid has visited us.

Knossos in Crete has wonderful artistic connections with Dolphins.

My cat used to get very upset and anxious going for routine visits to the vets, I ha.ve experimented with mentally visualising the journey to 
prepare him, he has been a lot calmer!

I have swum twice with dolphins and the vibration of love and peace they give forth is really special. They can heal too.

Fungie the lone bottlenose dolphin who appeared in Dingle in late 1983 and remained there but not sure if he disappeared last 
year......thousands of people flocked to see him and interact with Fungie over all those years.

Yes because there is a spiritual dimension to our experiences that may become more apparent as we share.

Yes Barbara! :)

I’ll look that up Verena thanks

Thank you so much Merilyn for a most amazing ideas.  Love and Light

Thank you so much 🙏🙏

Lovely discussion.  I hope that you will feel much better very soon Paul.  Love and Light to all

Great conversation. Lovely experiences and perceptions on universal consciousness.

I think the animals are more willing to share their world with us now to heal the suffering we have inflicted on them- they forgive us more 
readily than humans

I swam with a wild dolphin off Northumberland back in the 1980s and naturally tried "squeaking" in dolphin speak without thinking about what I 
was doing!

Been there on a small boat Steve with dolphins- great gift

Equine therapy for trauma is very effective

Dolphins would be wonderful but probably harder to come by!

Agree completely. X

Thank you everyone- lovely evening

Great cat Gerri!

Be kind to yourself
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